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FER, Croatia
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Polimi, Milan
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FER Supervisor
Polimi Supervisor
Developer
Developer
Product Owner
Developer
Developer

1. Introduction
We show demo videos and go through presentation.
Conclusion: N/A
Action: N/A
2. Algorithm for detecting bumps discussion
Ivana: Concern about mapping the algorithm to the real conditions.
Elisabetta: Upload all trips to the local machine?
For the algorithm to work
Carlo showed a trip graph with motion data and explained the issues in motion data analysis
Two tests:
1. Is algorithm providing the right answer when the z axis goes overboard
2. Reality check, is the algorithm predicting the bumps?
Conclusion: Algorithm is still rudimentary and should be upgraded and tested if possible in
the closing days of the project
Action: After the backend bug is fixed, Carlo will start working on upgrading the algorithm if
possible
3. Future meetings
Elisabetta cant make it to the meeting next week.
Conclusion: Elisabetta cant make it to the meeting next week.
Action: N/A
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4. Final product specification
We should clarify the scope of our work and make clear what exactly will be in the final
product. We need to say that we don’t have fixMyStreet in the final product
Conclusion: We should clarify the scope of our work and make clear what exactly will be in
the final product.
Action: Final presentation will contain a rough overview of the app features. More details will
be available in the final document.
5. Backend status
There is a bug on the backend that needs to be fixed and is blocking motion data analysis
Conclusion: There is a bug on the backend that needs to be fixed and is blocking motion
data analysis
Action: The backend team will fix the bug in the coming days with it being the top priority.
6. Testing
We need to update and then complete the test acceptance document. We should also test
the app independently and try to include some backend testing as well. Document unit tests
in the final document
Conclusion: We need to test the app and update it on the documents
Action: Federico will be doing the test acceptance document. The whole team will test the
app, unit testing will be documented in the final document by the person assigned to it.
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